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     Background Contamination

Contamination of things such as food, water or blood, is 
generally regarded as unhealthy. We can get contamination 
in photography too, but don’t freak out and run for your 
hazmat suit every time you pick up your camera, it’s visual 
contamination I’m speaking of – no one has ever died of visual 

contamination (that I know of ), but it can cause a nasty dose of ennui. 
Now I’ve always loved playing around with light to create one-of-a-kind 
backgrounds, usually done on a plain white, grey, or black seamless paper 
or wall – it fascinates me how you can create a feeling of depth on a flat 
surface with just light! And it fascinates me how inexpensive it is – you 
don’t need to buy painted backdrops or spend considerable time in post 
selecting subjects so that a digital background can be dropped in. But 
nothing can ruin a creatively lit backdrop faster than light contamination 
(at the speed of light to be exact), usually coming from the subject lights 
spilling onto the background, this is called Background Contamination. 
Case in point, take a look at the background behind my mentor, the 
late Dean Collins (see Image 001) photographed by me back in 1991 on 
medium-format B&W film (TMAX 100) – no digital then, everything had 
to be done in camera! The cloud-scape lighting effects behind Dean were 
created with a leafy branch from a tree or bush acting as a gobo – a gobo 
is a go-between (a light-blocking shadow-maker). This branch, with its 
array of little leaf gobos, is strategically placed – the sweet point being 
the perfect distance from the light source and the background surface 
(see Image 002). To create a cloudy backdrop like this one, a single light is 
pointed at the surface of the background. A leafy branch is slid into place 
between the light and the backdrop – I used a 3-metre white seamless 
for a background surface to project my lighting effects onto. Where 
a leaf blocks the light from the background, a shadow-shape of that 
leaf appears. You can control the shadow edge transfer (how fuzzy the 
shadows are) of the leaf shadows by changing the distance of the leaves 
from the white seamless. And why would you want to do that? It is these 
soft varying gradations from dark to light that create the illusion of depth 
on this flat background. Changing the distance of light-blocking objects, 
is one of the controls for Shadow Edge Transfer and it is called Obstruction 
Distance – in this image of Dean the leaves are the obstruction to the 
background. A good everyday example, (well if you have sun every day), 
is the shadow created by a lamp-post. This shadow, projected onto the 
ground from the post, will have a sharper edged shadow at the base 
where the post is closer to the ground and will have a softer edge shadow 
at the top where the post is further from the ground. So, the shadow edge 
is softer when the obstruction distance is greater and is harder when the 
distance is less.

There are three lighting controls used to manipulate the edge transfer on 
the background shadows on my portrait of Dean:

1. Distance of the leaves from the background.
2. Distance of the leaves from the light source, or you could say, the 

distance of the light source from the leaves.
3. Size of light source. The size of the background light source was 

18cm in diameter – it was a strobe head sporting an 18cm parabolic 
reflector with a white translucent frosted lighting gel affixed to its 
front.

Confused? Here it is simply put: 
• When the obstruction is closer to the background, we get a harder 

edged shadow.
• When the obstruction is further from the background, we get a 

softer edged shadow.
• When the light source is closer to the obstruction, we get a softer 

edged shadow. 
• When the light source is further from the obstruction, we get a 

harder edged shadow.

As you can see from the above points, distance of the obstruction works 
the opposite way around from distance of the light source and it is the 
combination of these that will give you the results you want. Having said 
that, the last two are moot points really; if you move the obstruction 
closer to the background, they are automatically moving away from 
the light source and if you are moving the obstruction further from the 
background, then automatically it is moving closer to the light source. So 
really the first two points cover it all.

Background contamination was a big concern on this shoot of Dean; I had 
to be careful with light-spill on the white seamless behind him otherwise 
my carefully crafted clouds would lose the subtle gradations from light 
into shadow as well as their contrast – the darker bits would get filled in 
making them less bright, thus killing the contrast I so dearly yearned to 
enjoy in this image (Wow! How passionately stated is that?) In the end 
it was a matter of blocking or reducing light from other sources such as 
the subject lights from the background or working with the background 
far enough away from the subject so that the light-spill doesn’t register 
on the background relative to the camera exposure. I usually meter the 
background with my light meter in reflective mode. I take these reflective 
meter readings directly off the background with my photographic lights 
turned off to make sure that the ambient light is at least 41/3 f-stops or 
more below the camera setting. Next I turn on all photographic lighting, 
other than the background light(s), and meter again looking for at least 
a minus 41/3. You can get away with 3 stops below camera setting (a 
minus  3) for the existing light and subject light striking the background, 
but it is just passable and not optimum. If it reads brighter than a minus 
3 you will really start to lose the integrity of the lighting effects. To give 
me a fighting chance of avoiding subject light-spill contamination on 
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backdrops of portraits, I like to set up my background 3 metres behind 
the subject if the space allows, but 2 metres can suffice. With the backdrop 
further away, the light-spill from the subject lights has to travel further to 
hit the background, the more distance it travels the more spread out the 
photons are by the time they strike the background which gives us less 
light on the backdrop. A grey seamless, which absorbs more light than a 
white seamless and so returns less light, can help with this, but you will 
need more power out of the background light to create your lighting 
effects.

How you light your subject can really affect your cloud-like lighting effect. 
For example, a typical portrait lighting set-up has the fill light typically 
placed above the camera so that it lights the whole set and is usually 
adjusted so that it pumps a minus 2 (incident meter reading) amount 
of light onto the subject. This doesn’t work so well with background 
lighting effects, unless you work with the background far away and/or 
with a darker than white backdrop. Whereas side lighting the main-light 
and using a fill reflector on the opposite side of subject, makes it really 
easy since these light sources are not pointed directly at the background 
(see Image 002). Also with side-light or even 45˚ main-light placement, 
feathering the light a little towards the camera and a little away from the 
background makes for way less background contamination. It also makes 
for a more pleasing light on the subject since the light is feathered away 
from the near/bright side of the face, putting comparatively more light on 
the face’s centre and less on the side.

Lighting grids (honeycomb grids and soft grids) can make a big difference 
since they choke in the peripheral light-spill, allowing way less light on the 
background. This is assuming that these gridded subject lights are not 
pointed straight onto the background as frontal placed main-lights do. 
Using flags/gobos to block light-spill works well too, but they take more 
time and equipment (stand, boom arm and clamp) to set up, whereas 
lighting grids, quickly attach to the front of your light sources without 
any extra equipment.

To wrap this rant, here are a few more things that you need to know 
that are critical to creating a background like we see in my portrait of 
Dean Collins. Earlier I mentioned that I used a strobe head with a 18cm 
parabolic reflector with a white translucent frosted lighting gel affixed 
to its front; this not only turns the strobe head into a bigger source but 
it also turns it into a single light source rather than a multi-light source. 
Without the white gel your light source is the strobe tube plus the 
numerous reflections of this strobe tube imaging on the inside bowl of 
the strobe’s parabolic reflector. Each of the reflections is a light source 
to the backdrop and they are small sources of illumination, relatively 
speaking. The end result is each shadow on the background has multiple 
shadow edges that are pretty hard edged. The feeling of depth on the 
cloudy background behind Dean is created by the different distances 
of the leaves; they do not all sit on the same plane – some were further 
(31cm) and some closer (15cm) to the light and so we get soft and softer 
edges on the various shadows projected onto seamless backdrop. It is the 
shadows’ soft edges gradating from dark to light that creates the illusion 
of depth. This occurs because, when you lighten at tone it visually pulls 
forward, when you darken a tone it visually recedes. And finally, Depth 
of Field (DoF) affects how soft the shadow edges photograph on the 
background. You can create the most magnificent lighting effects only 
to find that they photograph as mush. Complete mush because you are 
shooting with not enough DoF and so the background photograph's out 
of focus, which looks nothing like what you saw with your own eyes. You 
need to see through the camera with the DoF preview activated or make 
a preliminary test shot. If you need to shoot with less DoF, then you will 
have to create shadow edges that are less soft since DoF created by the 
camera will soften them. These DoF screw-ups can be so disheartening 
that it may have you reaching for your hazmat suit, for they are definitely 
ennui contenders with background contamination!
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We are laying down the challenge to our valued members, to make the 
most out of their membership by using the following 10 Point Challenge:

1. Mentor Me – A great opportunity to have help from leading 
practitioners in the photographic industry.
Why struggle when help is at hand? Our Mentoring team are here to give 
you first class advice on your imagery and help you to create the very best 
images for your clients…and lead to qualifications.

Please supply:
20 jpg images.
2,000 pixels on the longest side
Numbered 01–20
Keep your submission to one subject matter

thesocieties.net/mentoring.htm

2. Don’t forget to enter the online Monthly Image Competition
The Societies’ monthly online image competition is a ‘must’ for all our 
members. There are 27 categories that cover all aspects of photography 
and it is judged by some of the most esteemed Fellow, Master and Grand 
Master photographers in the UK and across the world. All entries which 
gain the coveted ‘Gold’ award are put forward to our annual judging and, 
if deemed to be the best, can gain their maker a prestigious ‘Photographer 
of the Year’ Award within its category at our annual Awards Presentation 
Evening.

Don’t forget to check out the “How to Successfully Upload Your Images to 
the Monthly Competition” thread on The Societies’ Forum:
thesocieties.net/forum/index.php/topic,21861.0.html

3. Members’ Exhibition
Thousands of members have already taken advantage of our online 
photographic exhibition. To get yours all you need to do is send in 15-30 
jpegs to ben@thesocieties.net at 600 pixels wide.

In addition you can also have a ‘Signature Image’ on your member’s page, 
again to do this send in your image to ben@thesocieties.net.

4. The Societies’ Forum
We all know it can be a little daunting to post on a busy Forum for the first 
time, so we have created a special section where you can just say ‘hello’. 
The many members who already frequent the Forum will make you feel 
very welcome and when you feel confident at ‘joining in’ then please do 
so.

Say hello here: thesocieties.net/forum/index.php/board,29.0.html

5. The Societies of Photographers logo
The Societies new logo has been designed to reflect the growth of 
the eight individual photographic societies with a strong symbol that 
becomes memorable and recognisable.

To download the new logos please see The Societies’ forum for further 
details.

thesocieties.net/forum/index.php/topic,37482.0.html

6. Self Portrait
It is a proven fact that potential clients like to know who they are dealing 
with. With this in mind we have for some time been able to display an 
image on member’s pages of themselves. Many members have already 
taken advantage of this extra site facility and are reporting additional 
visitors to their sites and a positive increase in referrals. So do send in an 
image of yourself, 200 pixels wide as a jpg to colin@thesocieties.net and 
get yourself seen.

7. Send in a current bio
Good unique content is essential if you are to be found on the internet 
– so by submitting a profile of you and or your business for inclusion on 
your member’s page on our site(s), you can substantially increase the 
referrals that you get. The profile can include: information about what 
services you offer, your achievements, your training, your qualifications, 
the venues or the areas that you cover, it could also include your clients 
feedback or just about anything else which you think may encourage a 
client to follow the link to your web site. Please email your bio in to 
ben@thesocieties.net.

8. Slideshows
Members can now add a slideshow/video clip to their member’s page. To 
take advantage of this all you need to do is email 
colin@thesocieties.net with the link to your YouTube, Vimeo, etc clip so we 
can add it to your page.

9. Already booked for a certain date?
And do you have more potential clients wanting to book? Why not pass 
the contact details on to another Societies member.

thesocieties.net/forum/index.php/board,24.0.html

10. Save money
We have teamed up with many photography service providers to save 
you money. Whether it’s saving you money on your insurance or photo 
editing software, you can easily save more than the cost of you annual 
membership by taking advantage of these offers.

thesocieties.net/benefits/photographic-trade-discounts.htm

Join today and take full advantage of The Societies’ Benefits of 
Membership. http://swpp.co.uk/benefits_of_membership.htm

If you have any questions on membership please contact our team who 
will be more than happy to help.
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